Results of the zool. sc. expedition of the Nat. Museum in Praha to Turkey, 18.

Up till now this species has been recorded in Turkey only from Aralik (Kiritshenko 1918).
Species of Holomediterranean distribution, in SW Asia recorded from Caucasia and Transcaucasia.

Campylomma diversicornis Re u t e r 1878

43 ♂♂ and 56 ♀♀ — Adana, 1.—3. VII. 1947. 3 ♂♂ and 7 ♀♀ — Karataş, 2.—5. VIII. 1947. 1 ♂ and 1 ♀ — Abaçilar, 7. VIII. 1947. 4 ♂♂ and 5 ♀♀ — Gyar dağları, 17. VIII. 1947. 3 ♂♂ — Misis, 22. VIII. 1947. 2 ♂♂ and 1 ♀ — Alata, 26. VIII. 1947. (Exp. of the National Museum, Praha.)
Majority of the specimens collected at dusk while flying high above the ground in strongly cultivated areas; specimens coming from Gyar dağları were collected on the low vegetation of wooded hill formation.
This species has been recorded in Turkey only from Aralik (Horváth 1894).
Species of Pontomediterranean distribution, in the Middle East recorded from Transcaucasia, Iran and N. Iraq, in Central Asia from Turkestan.

Sthenarus (Phoenicocoris) pollinosus Horváth 1905

Konya—Kayseri, Yilanli dağ near Kayseri (Horváth 1905 a).
Up till now recorded only from the above-mentioned localities. It seems to be a species of endemic distribution, restricted to the Anatolian high plateau.

Sthenarus (Phoenicocoris) roseri (Herrich-Schäffer 1839)

Asia Minor (Oshanin 1909, 1912).
Species of Eurosiberian distribution; Asia Minor constitutes only record from the Middle East.

Sthenarus (Phoenicocoris) roseri var. immaculatus Stichel 1934

1 ♀ — Edirne, 8.—13. VI. 1947. (Exp. of the National Museum, Praha.)
On shrubs along the river Meriç.
Not recorded from Turkey. Variety described from Germany.

Sthenarus (Phoenicocoris) roseri var. vittatus Fieber 1861

4 ♂♂ and 12 ♀♀ — Edirne, 8.—13. VII. 1947, (Exp. of the National Museum, Praha.)
On shrubs along the river Meriç.
 Variety listed from Europe and the Crimea not recorded from Turkey.

Sthenarus (Phoenicocoris) roseri var. niger Stichel 1934

1 ♀ — Edirne, 8.—13. VI. 1947. (Exp. of the National Museum, Praha.)
On shrubs along the river Meriç.
Variety described from Germany.